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Cover Image
Illustrated by Kara Passey, the cover image is an artistic representation of the ALTEP model.
Largely inspired by University College of the North’s (UCN) Kenanow teaching model used in their
Bachelor of Education Program, the graphic depicts a motherly figure planting a seed. The act of
planting the seed shows their intention to dedicating themselves to their Aboriginal language
education and growth. Commitment is nurtured within the bed of the earth, warm in the roots and
foundations of paying respects to the knowledge our ancestors have passed down. Their challenge:
how to apply that knowledge to everyday life and relationships, carry that knowledge from day to
day, inspiring their seed to sprout and grow and ultimately offer their own knowledge for harvest by
the next generations. Surrounding the figure are six more seed circles, and together, with the
planted seed they represent the seven Aboriginal languages at the center of MALS strategy: Ojibwe,
Ojibwe-Cree, Dakota, Dene, Cree, Inuktitut and Michif.
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Executive Summary
This document synthesizes research conducted from July 2018 until March 2019 to support the
Manitoba Aboriginal Languages Strategy (MALS)1 goal of developing and implementing a province
wide teacher training program specializing in teaching Aboriginal languages. The introduction to
this document outlines the project’s transition from Phase I to Phase II and introduces the needs
and opportunities involved in the development of a conceptual framework that meets both MALS
and post-secondary partner objectives associated with the implementation of an Aboriginal
Language Teacher Training Program (ALTEP). This is Phase II of a larger project funded by the
National Indian Brotherhood (NIB).
Diving into the ALTEP roadmap, the document outlines how ALTEP is inspired by the success of
University College of the North’s (UCN) Kenanow model that develops post-secondary programs
based on Aboriginal knowledge systems. Building on Kenanow, the roadmap outlines short and
long-term goals. An inventory of all current post-secondary courses and programs focused on
Aboriginal languages is included to highlight the current options and gaps in post-secondary
offerings. Finally, the roadmap highlights discussions with provincial post-secondary institutions
about how their short and long-term plans can successfully integrate ALTEP models to enable
sustainable growth of Aboriginal language experts in classrooms across the province.
The document closes with a section on future recommendations and potential opportunities for the
next phase of the project.

“The Indigenous languages of the first peoples of Canada are considered to be the people’s
cultural treasures. They are important to Indigenous identities, cultures and communities.
Simply said, the ancestral languages of Indigenous peoples are recognized as the most
important vessels of Indigenous cultures.”
- Lorena Fontaine and Brock Pitawanakwa, “Language Loss and Revitalization”,
p.16, in The Journal of Besieged Languages, 2016.

“Our languages cannot be separated from the stories, songs, teachings, and ceremonies of our ancestors .”
- Shared Knowledge & Experience by MALS Grandparents,

MALS Elders Meeting, April 11-12, 2016

1

See Appendix1: Glossary for a complete list of important terms and acronyms used in this document.
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1 Understanding This Document
The Document is divided into four sections:
Section 1: Understanding This Document
Section 2: ALTEP Roadmap
Section 3: Next Steps
Section 4: Appendices
Section 1 presents a concise review of the data gathered in Phase I and introduces MALS’s
objectives for Phase II. This information articulates voices from various Aboriginal communities
and organizations dedicated to the preservation and future growth of Aboriginal languages2 in
Manitoba’s school systems. Section 2 defines a conceptual roadmap for ALTEP models to be
develop by MALS in partnership with post-secondary institutions and school divisions across
Manitoba. The roadmap includes a conceptual framework alongside an inventory post-secondary
programs and courses that are currently available in Manitoba. It also presents long and shortterm approaches to building custom ALTEP models based on specific capacity and institutional
interests in educating and certifying Aboriginal language teachers. Section 3 expands the
discussion of the ALTEP conceptual roadmap and identifies potential concerns and opportunities
for implementing the Phase II roadmap and developing working ALTEP models in Phase III. Section
4 includes all relevant and supplementary information referenced in, or significant to, this
document. This supplementary information is provided to the reader provide evidence and
background information that forms the basis of the assumptions and foundations for this report and
promote an environment of information transparency.

1.1 Phase I – Initial research
Throughout 2017, research was conducted on behalf of the Manitoba Aboriginal Languages Strategy
as part of their desire to develop a Manitoba-wide Aboriginal Languages Teachers Training
Program. The mandate provided to the researchers stated that data be collected to assist in
developing an effective Aboriginal Languages Teacher Education Program in Manitoba.
The result was a report that included summaries of six interviews with administration, faculty, and
students from Algoma University/Shingwauk Kinoomaage Gamig; two out-of-province postsecondary program visits; and four group interviews staged across Manitoba totaling sixteen
participants. The data acquired for the report is diverse and represents voices from three provinces.
Participants represent a myriad of professions related to education at the primary, secondary, and
post-secondary levels. On a more personal level, the individuals also represent various First

2

See ‘Appendix 1 : Glossary’ for a definition of Aboriginal languages as understood by MALS Grandparents. The definition set out in the
Glossary frames the report’s use of the phrase “Aboriginal languages” moving forward.
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Nations, Métis, and non-Indigenous histories and backgrounds.
On Pages 30 and 31 of the Phase I report3, preliminary analyses of the data lists three predominant
areas of interest that need to be addressed as the project moves forward:
1) Accreditation:


Prospective Aboriginal language teachers are more concerned with the quality of their
education than the type of accreditation associated with their training.



School boards identified significant staffing challenges with respect to accredited
Aboriginal language teachers.



Nearly all participants mentioned that communities need to be directly involved in the
development stages of ALTEP.

2) Partnerships:


Partnerships are necessary. However, the challenge will be to ensure that the
obligations created through a partnership always serve the program first.

3) Environment:


Full language immersion would be an essential aspect to developing strong language
speakers in the medium and long-term.

This feedback represents a lens through which the development of an ALTEP model will be viewed
and reviewed through Phase II.

1.2 Phase II – Building a conceptual roadmap
In this next phase of the project, the development of a plan for an Aboriginal Language Teacher
Education Program (ALTEP) on behalf of the Manitoba Aboriginal Language Strategy (MALS) is
based on two fundamental objectives:
1) To develop a conceptual roadmap for Aboriginal Language Teacher Education which
represents the principles and values of community and MALS partners.
2) To establish a working group to collaborate on the goals associated with Aboriginal
Language Teacher Education.

3

Content from the Phase I report have been adjusted slightly in order to standardize various terms and concepts used throughout this
report and in other current MALS documents related to Aboriginal Languages.
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These two objectives reflect a consolidation of the findings in Phase I and reframe them based on
the MALS mandate to promote and preserve Aboriginal languages in Manitoba. The first objective
ensures community feedback and insight acquired in Phase I frames the needs of prospective
students as well as the ultimate outcomes of an ALTEP model. The second objective reflects Phase I
findings that highlight the need for greater collaboration between MALS, the province and
Manitoba’s post-secondary institutions in order to provide current and future Aboriginal language
educators access to relevant certification and professional growth opportunities. This certification
and professional development must also recognize the challenges facing Aboriginal language
educators in the province.
Throughout Phase II the project directly engaged post-secondary institutions across Manitoba to
better understand their current perspectives and program offerings related to Aboriginal language
education, and how well these institutions accommodate Aboriginal students looking to access
these offerings. What follows is a roadmap that weaves the findings from Phase I with research into
current ideas on Indigenous-lead post-secondary Aboriginal language education. This roadmap
then assesses this research in relation to the current state of Aboriginal language programs and
courses in the province. The result is a conceptual framework based on the discussions developed
in active collaboration with post-secondary institutions and the MALS working group4 on how
institutional programs, courses and management strategies will expand their development of
Aboriginal language education can be leveraged to address both short-term and long-term needs
surrounding the recognition of Aboriginal language educators and their education in Manitoba.

2 ALTEP Roadmap
The Aboriginal Languages Teacher Education Program (ALTEP) is an initiative to bring together
different organizations to collaborate on a range of solutions to increase access to Aboriginal
language in the classroom and find new ways to certify Aboriginal language educators. The end goal
is the development of a program that trains fluent speakers of Aboriginal languages to teach in their
own language and provides provincially recognized certification that allows them to work in K-12
classrooms5 and other learning environments such as early childhood education and postsecondary institutions.

2.1 Kenanow
Inspiration for the ALTEP approach to training new educators within post-secondary institutions
(PSI) is largely drawn from University College of the North’s (UCN) Certificate in Teaching
Ininimowin and their Kenanow model (See the graphic representation of the model in Appendix 2).

4

For more information on the MALS working group see Appendix 6.
Other activities have included the development of a working group with members from post-secondary institutions, the province, and
MALS leads in order to strategize the best course of action to increase access to language programs, incorporate the voices of
community language experts in the development of curriculum, develop articulation agreements between institutions, and share
resources.
5
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UCN describes their model as follows:
The Kenanaw (sic.) Learning Model is an education system that served Aboriginal people
well for generations throughout time and history. It is about identity, a place of belonging,
community history, roles and responsibilities of generations of families and the process of
handing down knowledge in a larger context, the community that supports and nourishes
the heart, mind, body and spirit. For Ininiwak, the Cree, the education system was
transmitted through the families and communities as represented in the Kenanaw (sic.)
Learning Model. […]
The Kenanow learning model bridges the link between western (sic.) education
perspectives and the Aboriginal perspectives in the transmission of knowledge. Kenanow is
a word drawn from the Cree language. Translated literally, it usually reads “all of us’, all of us
who are here” which includes all our relations as described in the model. In this model the
kinship system is envisioned as an organically functioning system into which education is
naturally and harmoniously integrated and transmitted.6
Looking at the graphic representation in Appendix 2, the Kenanow model is built on three circles: the
large outer circle representing future generations, the inner circle represents the generations that
have come before, and the top circle representing where these other circles meet and extend
beyond family relations to include educators and teachers in the widest sense of the terms.
In other words, Kenanow presents a wholistic approach to the education process that also imbues
the learner with a sense of interconnectedness with their heritage and a sense of responsibility for
future generations to come. The ALTEP model aims to prioritize the valuable insight from the
Kenanow model into the necessity and significance of intergenerational transfer of knowledge.
Kenanow is an Aboriginal teacher training model that “looks to the past, present and future for the
education of […] Aboriginal students.”7

6

Source: https://www.ucn.ca/sites/academics/facultyeducation/programs/bacheloreducation/kenanowmodel/Pages/ KenanowModel.aspx
7

https://www.ucn.ca/sites/academics/facultyeducation/programs/bacheloreducation/kenanowmodel/Pages/Kenanow-Model.aspx
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2.2 The ALTEP Conceptual Framework

k downroadmap
MALS objectives
for ALTEP
Figure 1: ALTEP
represented
by a tree-shaped diagram
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In order to meet the first objective outlined for the ALTEP roadmap (page 2), it is important to break
down the objective into identifiable and meaningful parts. Figure 1 presents objective as a
multifaceted, three-part framework. Using an image of a tree, the diagram presents the identified
gap in fluent Aboriginal speakers teaching in the classroom as part the ‘root’ or primary concern of
the ALTEP models. Sprouting from this principal catalyst are three categories listed in the trunk and
the large branches. These categories represent broad, multi-pronged approaches to remedy the
challenge identified in the roots. Spreading out into the leaves, the items listed relate to specific
areas that need careful attention during the implementation of ALTEP models.
Looking more closely at the oval items in the leaves, the grouping on left relates to cultural factors
impacting the growth and sustainability of Aboriginal languages in Manitoba8. The middle grouping
focuses on the institutional hurdles faced by current Aboriginal language educators. Finally, the
grouping on the right identifies academic and educational issues that need to be addressed by
ALTEP models in order to reach the stated goal of increasing fluent speakers in classrooms across
Manitoba. These issues were identified in Phase I and in discussion with post-secondary institutions
during the development of this document for Phase II.
Notably, these three groupings in the leaves reflect the Kenanow model’s three circles
representing the past, present, and future generations in the development of Aboriginal education
models. Looking at the left side of the tree again, these cultural challenges largely represent the
cultural and linguistic persecution experienced by Aboriginal groups in the past and into the present
day. These effects of colonization are still impacting Aboriginal people’s ability to maintain and
transfer their languages today. The middle grouping identifies immediate and ongoing institutional
challenges that restrict the ability of Aboriginal language educators to teach in classrooms.
Reviewing the grouping on the right from the perspective of ‘the future’, the development of postsecondary certification programs and K-12 immersion programs are long-term strategies for the
success of an ALTEP model and its ability to increase the number of Aboriginal language teachers in
classrooms in the future.
The use of a non-linear diagram to describe the ALTEP roadmap is deliberate. It presents the
development of ALTEP models as wholistic endeavours that have predictable progress but in ways
that also incorporate complex and at times circuitous paths. It recognizes that all of these items are
inherently interconnected and cannot be addressed individually. It privileges notions of nurturing,
growth, and connectivity over concepts like ‘dependencies’, ‘project milestones’, and ‘completion’
often associated with linear approaches to project development.

8

For more information of these issues faced by Aboriginal languages see:
http://www.bluequills.ca/wp-content/uploads/2017/03/BQ_SSHRC_2010_final_report.pdf,
https://www.oct.ca/-/media/PDF/Additional%20Qualifications/EN/Schedule%20C/Draft/teaching_ojicree_e.pdf,
http://jan.ucc.nau.edu/jar/Heritage.pdf, https://files.eric.ed.gov/fulltext/ED415079.pdf and
Ball, J. & McIvor, O. (2013). Canada’s Big Chill: Indigenous Languages in Education. In: Language Issues in Comparative Education.
Comparative and International Education (A Diversity of Voices), vol 1. SensePublishers, Rotterdam
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2.3 Short-term and long-term goals
Table 1 identifies three groupings of issues associated with the current inability to support
Aboriginal language teacher development sustainably in Manitoba. While identification of these
issues is an important step in framing the discussion around the development of an ALTEP model, it
says little about how a model might be rolled out over short and long-term timelines. By reviewing
these areas of concern, the ALTEP Working Group recognizes the most significant short-term and
long-term concerns are:
Short-term:
o

Fluent speakers of Aboriginal languages need systemic support to teach in the
classroom.

Long-term:
o

The next generation of Aboriginal language teachers trained in the Province need
recognition of their skills in a way that allows them to be more easily employed in
K-12 schools.

Aboriginal

fluent Aboriginal
educators

Table 1: Key short and long-term strategies to increase Aboriginal language teachers in K-12 classrooms.
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Table 1 presents a novel approach to implementing both short and long-term strategies to address
the ALTEP Working Group’s concerns. In short, the graphic suggests short-term needs for
Aboriginal language teachers be met by finding new ways to quickly accredit Aboriginal language
experts and educators so they can be deployed within Manitoban schools without delay. The benefit
of a two-prong approach is how the short-term strategy feeds into the implementation of the longterm plan. The short-term strategy focuses on the critical need to recognize current language
experts in order to quickly get them into classrooms and fill the immediate need for Aboriginal
language teachers. By filling these current short-term needs, this accreditation plan will also
support the long-term strategy of increasing the number of potential Aboriginal language teachers
in the future.
The short-term plan most closely reflects the items listed in the left and middle groupings in Figure
1. Dismantling the various barriers that impede current language experts from entering classrooms
as well as expanding their professional recognition as language experts is critical. In doing so,
items such as cultural identity and other items related to past and current barriers facing fluent
Aboriginal language speakers can begin to erode. The biggest challenge for this short-term
approach is its temporary nature. Unless there is a means to establish provincially accepted
temporary permits that set language experts on a path to achieve more long-term recognition for
their skills, temporary options will only work at the local level and are not conducive to professional
growth and access to opportunities across Manitoba9.

2.3 Collaborating with Post-Secondary Institutions
While Phase I and II of this project were driven by MALS activity, the development of working ALTEP
models10 (Phase III) will ultimately need equivalent buy-in, participation and leadership from postsecondary institutions (PSI). This document will now review current PSI Aboriginal language
offerings as well as teacher training programs as a preliminary step towards understanding the
capacity and perceived interests in ALTEP objectives across the various PSIs in Manitoba. In so
doing, the document will shine light on current and upcoming education resources that can help
address the future academic and professional needs of the next generation of fluent language
speakers identified in the right grouping in Figure 1.
Changing how we provide teacher training
One of the biggest challenges facing PSI and their participation in building successful ALTEP models
is how Western classroom environments are often at odds with Aboriginal pedagogy. MALS
Grandparents11 have previously noted:

9

See the discussion of the Brandon Group Interviews on page 23 and 23 from the MALS Phase I report.
Models is pluralized because each PSI will need to customize their approach to an ALTEP model.
11
See Appendix 1 for a short explanation about the MALS grandparents.
10
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“Because of the deep connection between our languages and our cultural understanding of
the world, even the most well equipped [Western] classroom can only offer very limited
opportunities for [Aboriginal] language instruction. [...] Spiritual teachings, land-based
approaches, close relationships, and informal family-centred language circles can be
difficult to incorporate into rigidly-structured school schedules.”12
This quote highlights the fact that an ALTEP program is not about simply repackaging an
existing teacher training or Aboriginal language program in order to achieve a greater
presence of Aboriginal language teachers in Manitoba’s K-12 classrooms. A successful
ALTEP model is a fundamental shift in how PSI deliver Aboriginal language courses and
programs.
Appendix 3 is an inventory of PSI Aboriginal language courses identified through Phase II research.
A quick overview shows each institution provides a varying degree of Aboriginal language courses,
with Dene and Inuktitut not available anywhere. Furthermore, several courses appear to be onecourse introductions, with no option to continue into more complex study. On a more positive note,
Appendix 3 does show that many of these language courses have differing pre-requisite and
application requirements. It is also significant that the Red River College (RRC) Anishinaabemowin
course focuses on educating teachers already hired by Winnipeg School Divisions. Finally, it
appears new Aboriginal language courses are set to start in the fall of 2019.
The most important detail in Appendix 3 is the note regarding the negotiations to enable articulation
agreements between PSIs. These agreements will enable students to leverage Aboriginal language
courses from multiple PSIs and allow for a customized education path that is student and not
institution focused.
Appendix 4 steps back and surveys the seven PSI programs of study dedicated to Aboriginal
languages across Manitoba’s PSIs. Breaking down the programs by the numbers there are:

12



Four post-secondary institutions identified



Program accreditation breaks down as: Undergraduate (major): 3, undergraduate
(minor): 2, certificates: 2



All but the certificate programs require “general [university] admissions requirements”
to access the programs



All programs include Elder involvement



Only certificate programs include land-based component

Shared Knowledge & Experience by MALS Grandparents, MALS Elders Meeting, April 11-12, 2016, (meeting summary document).
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University of Manitoba’s Anishinaabemowin and Cree programs (Majors) are “designed
for non-speakers”



RRC has an articulation agreement with the University of Winnipeg and is currently
working on further articulation agreements with University of Manitoba and UCN



UCN’s Certificate in Teaching Ininimowin, RRC’s Indigenous Languages Certificate and
University of Manitoba’s Ojibwe/Cree/Dakota Minor concentration programs are geared
towards K-12 educator certification

This preliminary analysis of the programs identifies interesting patterns in the data. Looking back to
Table 1 and the middle and right groupings, we see RRC has and articulation agreement with
University of Winnipeg and is working on developing others with UCN and University of Manitoba.
Through articulation agreements, multiple post-secondary institutions can allow students to
continue their education at one institution while allowing their credits to be accepted at another,
should they continue their education within another program that meets their education goals. This
will allow greater flow of students between institutions and allow a more customized, studentcentred approach championed by the Kenanow model that has inspired ALTEP,
On another positive note, UCN and RRC have already established programs that specifically target
Aboriginal language teacher certification. Expanding articulation agreements will be critical if
ALTEP models are to be provided in all languages and are accessible to students across the
province. In addition, RRC has also proposed a ‘laddering’ system that would enable students to
effectively jump in and out of their programs as their work and personal life permits. See Appendix 6
for more information on this topic.
Appendix 5 lists the current teacher training programs offered in Manitoba. This appendix is meant
as a supplemental survey that helps readers better understand teacher training options in
Manitoba. These programs are important to consider for two reasons:
1) They present current teacher training models recognized by the province
2) ALTEP programs will likely enhance these programs for future student teachers
In other words, these programs should be considered important resources for future ALTEP
planning and discussions. Furthermore, Appendix 5 notes that there are already Aboriginal teacher
training programs available in Manitoba. As this project moves into Phase III, it will be critical for the
MALS Working Group as well as PSIs to determine how the development of ALTEP models will
affect current Aboriginal language teacher training programs. For example, will ALTEP replace
UCN’s Certification in Teaching Ininimowin program, or will it be another option for students.

10
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3 Looking to Phase III
Ultimately, the long-term success of ALTEP models across Manitoba’s PSIs will depend on the
ability to create strong working relationships between school divisions, post-secondary
institutions and Aboriginal communities to offer relevant and accessible Aboriginal language
programs. It will require new opportunities to train teachers and evaluate how shifts in how
Aboriginal languages are taught in schools.
Furthermore, successful ALTEP models will require government support via new policies, funding,
partnerships with PSIs and shift in worldviews that enables Aboriginal perspectives and selfdetermination within Aboriginal education. These issues can be addressed by PSIs with the support
of MALS Grandparents and other community knowledge keepers.
In order to attain such a high degree of collaboration and positive change in relevant political and
academic institutions, it is important to identify current opportunities and recommendations. These
recommendations need to ensure ALTEP models are student-centred and focus on delivering
programs based on Aboriginal knowledge transmission principles.

3.1 To consider
The following recommendations are meant to help MALS and their partners reflect on elements
deemed to be of particular value when developing ALTEP models in Phase III.
1) Develop articulation agreements between all of Manitoba’s post-secondary institutions that
provide Aboriginal languages and teacher training programs/courses.
2) Review Red River College’s “laddering” approach to their Aboriginal language programs13
3) Develop a financial plan to help prioritize short and long-term funding needs and identify
funders.
4) Invite Manitoba school divisions to participate in upcoming meetings with the ALTEP
Working Group and establish committed interest in employing new K-12 teachers with a
specialization in Aboriginal languages. Participation from school divisions will ensure that
they have input on the final design of the program and curriculum.
5) Identify and assess the needs of high school and university students that are considering a
career in Aboriginal language education and raise them in later discussions with
participating PSIs and other relevant partners.
6) Ensure that the needs of First Nation communities and the knowledge of the Grandmothers
and Grandfathers are integral elements of ALTEP.

13

For more information, see: Appendix 6.
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7) Determine if ALTEP should be a specialized Bachelor of Education program, an
undergraduate degree that can be applied to pursuing a Bachelor of Education, a postBaccalaureate specialization, or none of the above.
8) Determine who will set the standards for certification (short and long-term)
9) Establish an understanding for broad standards to enable more effective short-term
teacher permits with greater community involvement.
10) Determine if one post-secondary institution is better suited to offer community based/landbased opportunities and then expand this assessment to include a full resource inventory of
each PSI in order to establish a baseline from which ALTEP models can be most effectively
and efficiently built.

12
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4 Appendices
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APPENDIX 1: Glossary

Terms or Acronyms

Explanation

MALS

Manitoba Aboriginal Language Strategy

ALTEP

Aboriginal Language Teacher Education Program

Aboriginal

Aboriginal is the word chosen by the MALS Council of
Grandmothers and Grandfathers to describe the First
Nations, Inuit, and Métis peoples of Canada.

Grandmothers / Grandfathers

The Aboriginal Elders who participate within the
MALS Council of Grandmothers and Grandfathers
request to be addressed and identified as
Grandmothers and Grandfathers.
Grandmothers and Grandfathers provide knowledge,
experience and the first-hand information required
for the implementation of MALS actions and strategy.
Grandparents are recognized in their community for
being role models while encouraging positive and
healthy way of life as well as envision the future while
acknowledging the past and present.

PSI

Post-Secondary Institution

RRC

Red River College

Language

“Language is culture.” These are the words of The
MALS Grandparents’ Council. They tell us that the
Creator gave us our ancestral languages, so that we
can understand and practice our traditional way of
life. Through these languages, our culture,
experiences, knowledge systems, values and
teachings can be passed on from generation to
another.

14
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APPENDIX 2: Kenanow, Graphic Model

(Daughter / Son)

(Great-great
grandchild)
(Mother/ Father)

(Grandmother/
Grandfather)
(Great-grandchildren)

(Great-great
grandparent)

(Great-grandparents)

(Grandchildren)

Source:
https://www.ucn.ca/sites/academics/facultyeducation/programs/bacheloreducation/kenanow
model/PublishingImages/model.jpg
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APPENDIX 3: Survey of Post-secondary Aboriginal Language Courses in Manitoba
Language

Anishinaabemowin
(Ojibwe / Salteaux)

Anishinaabemowin (Ojibwe)
and Cree

Existing
Programs

Languages courses,
offered as course- based
registration through (CE)
Continuing Ed.

Wii Chiiwaakanak Learning
Centre - Learning
Anishinaabemowin

Accreditation

Course Credential

Family classes, not for
credit

Course format

36 credit

n/a

Institution

Red River College

University of Winnipeg

Pre-Req

None

Open to community

Features of
program

Cohort of educators from
Winnipeg School Divisions

n/a

Future
Developments

Continue offering coursebased registration

n/a

Articulation
Agreements

n/a

n/a

Elder
Involvement

n/a

n/a

Land-Based
Component

n/a

n/a

Cree and Ojibwe
Department of Indigenous Studies:
Introductory Cree and Ojibwe;
Intermediate Cree and Ojibwe
Can be applied to a BA in Indigenous
Studies
6 credit hours/course
University of Winnipeg
University of Winnipeg general
admission requirements for
introductory courses; introductory
courses are prerequisites for
intermediate courses
n/a
n/a
General articulation agreement with
Red River College, working on one
specific to Indigenous languages
n/a
n/a
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Course survey continued
Language

Dakota

Dakota

Michif

n/a

Existing
Programs

Dakota language
land- based
program

Dakota

Michif

Linguistics department offers
course for Indigenous
language teachers

Accreditation

Course
Credential

n/a

n/a

3.000 credit hours towards
undergraduate degree

Course format

26 credit hours

6 credits (2 courses)
starting fall 2019

3 credit course
starting summer
2019

3.000 credit hours

Institution

Red River
College

University of Manitoba

University of
Manitoba

Brandon University

Pre-Req

None

general admissions
requirements

general
admissions
requirements

general admissions
requirements

Features of
program

Running for the
first time in the
summer 2019

n/a

on the land

n/a

Future
Developments

Full program.

to start fall 2019

to start summer
2019

n/a

Articulation
Agreements

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

Elder
Involvement

Yes

Applied for grant to have
Dakota language Elder in
residence

yes

Classes are taught by
Elders who are fluent in
their respective languages

Land-Based
Component

Yes

no

yes

no
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Course survey continued
Language

Cree / Ininimowin

Cree / Ininimowin

Cree / Ininimowin

Existing
Programs

Introduction to Cree
Language 1

Introduction to Cree Language
2

Introduction to Cree Syllabics

Accreditation

3.000 credit hours towards
undergraduate degree

3.000 credit hours towards
undergraduate degree

3.000 credit hours towards
undergraduate degree

Course format

3 credit hours

3 credit hours

3 credit hours

Institution

University College of the
North

University College of the North

University College of the North

Pre-Req

general admissions
requirements

ANS.1100, Introduction to Cree
Language 1

ANS.1100, Introduction to Cree
Language 1 and ANS 1101,
Introduction to Cree Language
2

Features of
program

This course is for students
with no prior knowledge of
spoken Cree. Students will be
introduced to one of the
northern dialects of Cree. The
course will develop
pronunciation and listening
skills, conversational ability,
basic literacy skills and an
understanding of basic
grammatical structures.

This course will provide
practice in listening and oral
skills by examining written and
oral Cree stories in the Cree
language. The primary goal is
to increase Cree knowledge
and language translation work
and oral presentations.
Students will learn public
speaking skills by choosing a
topic covered in the course and
will give an oral presentation.
The presentation will build
confidence while acquiring new
knowledge in speaking the
Cree language.

This course is designed for
students with a working
knowledge of Cree. The course
begins with a major review of
Cree alphabet, grammar and
syllabics and continues with
exercises developed to build
students confidence in their
oral skills in Cree.

Future
Developments

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

Elder
Involvement

yes

yes

yes

Land-Based
Component

yes

yes

yes

Articulation
Agreements
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Course survey continued

Language

Cree/Ininimowin

Ojibwe

Ojibwe, Cree, and
Dakota

Existing Programs

Learning Cree through Storytelling

Within Indigenous Studies:
Special topics language
camp in Ojibwe

Native Studies offers
courses in Ojibwe,
Cree and Dakota

Accreditation

3.000 credit hours towards
undergraduate degree

Can be applied to an
undergraduate degree

3.000 credit hours
towards
undergraduate
degree

Course format

3 credit hours

6 credit hours

3.000 credit hours

Institution

University College of the North

University of Winnipeg

Brandon University

Pre-Req

ANS.1100, Introduction to Cree
Language 1

U of W general admission
requirements

General admissions
requirements

Features of program

This course will provide practice in
listening and oral skills by examining
written and oral Cree stories in the
Cree language. The primary goal is to
increase Cree knowledge and
language translation work and oral
presentations. Students will learn
public speaking skills by choosing a
topic covered in the course and will
give an oral presentation. The
presentation will build confidence
while acquiring new knowledge in
speaking the Cree language.

n/a

n/a

Future
Developments

n/a

n/a

n/a

Articulation
Agreements

n/a

n/a

n/a

Elder Involvement

yes

yes

Classes are taught by
Elders who are fluent
in their respective
languages

Land-Based
Component

yes

yes

no
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APPENDIX 4: Survey of Post-secondary Aboriginal Language Programs in Manitoba
Existing
Programs
Language

Anishinaabe
Language major
Anishinaabemowin

Accreditation

3-year major
diploma

Certificate

3-year major
diploma

Certificate

Course format

30 credit hours

1-year course, 2 threeweek practicum
placements

30 credit hours

31 credit hours (10 - three credit hour
courses and 1 – one-hour credit course)

Institution

University of
Manitoba

Red River College

University of
Manitoba

University College of the North

Pre-Requisite

General admissions
requirements

Grade 12 or mature
student status

General
admissions
requirements

For certified and uncertified teachers who
are fluent Cree speakers.

Features of
program

Designed for nonspeakers to attain
content area to pair
with post-bac in
education

Designed to train you to
work in the K-12 school
system or in communitybased programs with an
emphasis on the Ojibwe
language and cultural
competencies: reading,
writing and speaking
Ojibwe, including
elements of the Double
Vowel System.

Designed for
non-speakers
to attain
content area to
pair with postbac in
education

Designed for fluent speakers who want to
teach in immersion programs, some of
which is based on the Kenanow model,
teachers are fluent Cree speakers who
hold undergraduate (B.Ed.) and graduate
degrees (Masters and PhDs), offered one
week per month so that employed
teachers to teach in the language, strong
land-based element.

Future
Developments

To start 2019
Currently searching
for a Language
faculty member.
Once hired, expect
more course
development and
expansion to fouryear majors for fall
2020

Expansion to additional
languages, and
development of a pilot
program where classes
can be broadcast
remotely to northern
communities

To start 2019

Diploma in teaching in Ininimowin (30
credits), and future plans for postbaccalaureate in education for teaching in
Ininimowin. The CITI portion of the Faculty
of Arts, Business and Science (FABS)
Block Transfer was approved at Learning
Council on May 6, 2017. CITI graduates with
a 3.5 GPA in their program are eligible for
up to 30 transfer credits if they pursue a
major in the Aboriginal & Northern Studies
program in the Faculty of Arts, Business
and Science.

Articulation
Agreements

Currently in
conversation with
RRC

n/a

Elder
Involvement

Yes

Yes

Land-Based
Component

No

Yes

Existing

Indigenous Languages
Certificate
Anishinaabemowin
(Ojibwe / Salteaux)

Native Studies offers a Minor

Cree Language
Major
Cree

Currently in
conversation
with RRC
Applied to
grant for Cree
language Elder
in residence
No

Native Studies offers a

CITI (Certification in Teaching Ininimowin)
Cree / Ininimowin

Currently in conversation with RRC

Yes
Yes

Native Studies offer a major in
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Programs

in: Native Languages,
Introductory Ojibwe,
Intermediate Ojibwe &
Literature Structure of the
Ojibwe Language

minor in Aboriginal
Languages (Ojibwe, Cree
and Dakota)

Aboriginal Languages (Ojibwe, Cree
and Dakota)

Language

Ojibwe and Cree (Dakota to
begin 2019)

Ojibwe, Cree and
Dakota

Ojibwe, Cree and Dakota

Accreditation

Minor

Undergraduate degree
with a minor
concentration

Undergraduate degree with a threeyear major concentration

Course format

18 credit hours

18 credit hours

30 credit hours

Institution

University of Manitoba

Brandon University

Brandon University

Pre-Requisite

General admissions
requirements

General admissions
requirements

General admissions requirements

Features of
program

Will be a 3-2 program with the
UM School of Education for K12 certification.

n/a

n/a

Future
Developments

n/a

n/a

n/a

Articulation
Agreements

General articulation
agreement with Red River
College, working on one
specific to Indigenous
languages

n/a

n/a

Elder
Involvement

Yes

Classes are taught by
Elders who are fluent in
their respective
languages

Classes are taught by Elders who are
fluent in their respective languages

Land-Based
Component

No

No

No

Program survey continued
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APPENDIX 5: Teacher Training Programs in Manitoba
Existing
Programs

Kenanow Bachelor of
Education Program

Certification in Adult Education

Integrated B.Ed/BA,

Existing Programs

Institution

University
College of the
North

Red River
College

University of
Winnipeg

University of
Winnipeg

Accreditation

BA Ed.

Certificate in Adult Education
from Red River College,
Certificate of acknowledgment
from the Minister of Advanced
Education and Literacy

BA, BSc, or BPHE degree
and teaching certification

BA Ed.

Course format

61 credit hours of
education courses and
one elective

Part-time, 10 courses plus
practicum, 33-credit hour
program

150 credit hours, which are
normally taken over five years

Two-year (60 credit hour)
program

General admission
requirements

Students enter the Integrated
Program in the first year of
university
studies

A recognized undergraduate
university degree, teaching
area course work completed,
relevant experience with age
appropriate groups, a
minimum cumulative grade
point average of 2.5 on courses
completed at the point of
application

This two-year (60 credit hour)
program is intended for
students who already hold an
undergraduate degree, which
includes sufficient course
work in two teachable
areas.

Pre-Requisite

General admission
requirements

Features of
program

The Kenanow learning
model was designed
especially for the
Bachelor of Education
program. The Kenanow
Bachelor of Education is
a northern-based and
Aboriginal-focused
teacher education
program. The program
melds the wisdom and
guidance provided by
Elders in northern
Manitoba with the
certification standards
and academic
expectations of Manitoba
Education and Advanced
Learning.

The Certificate in Adult
Education (CAE) program is
designed to develop skills for
teaching adults in an applied or
technical vocational college
setting.

The Integrated B.Ed/BA, BSc,
or BPHE makes it possible for
students to work towards two
degrees concurrently. This
program allows students who
have made an early
commitment to teaching to
begin studying Education
within the first two years of
their university studies.

Future
Developments

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

Articulation
Agreements

n/a

University of
Winnipeg

n/a

n/a
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Teacher training program survey continued
Existing
Programs

Institution

Accreditation

Course format

Pre-Requisite

Features of
program

Future
Developments
Articulation
Agreements

The Community Based
Aboriginal Teacher
Education Program
(CATEP)
University of
Winnipeg

The Immigrant Teacher
Education Program (ITEP)

Indigenous Knowledge Post
Baccalaureate Diploma
Program

English as an Additional
Language Teacher Certificate
Program (EALTCP)

University of
Winnipeg

University of
Winnipeg

University of
Winnipeg

PBDE

The University of Winnipeg's
EALTCP is fully accredited with
TESL Canada. The EALTCP is
eligible for Professional
Certificate Standard One.

Students will graduate
with Bachelor of Arts and
Bachelor of Education
degrees.

n/a

The program takes an
average of 6 years to
complete.

Previously acquired teacher
education certificate from an
international institution.

30-credit program

120 hours of TESL theory and
methodology (delivered in a
classroom or online format), 10
hours of observation in an EAL
classroom, 10 hours of
teaching

Candidates must be of
Aboriginal
descent (First Nations,
Métis, Inuit) and
employed as an
Educational Assistant at
a participating School
Division (Wpg SD, Seven
Oaks, Lord Selkirk, River
East/Transcona, Louis
Riel and Saagkeeng First
Nation).

A provisional or permanent
Teaching Certificate from the
Manitoba Teacher Certification
Branch in Russell, Manitoba.
Must provide proof of English
Language proficiency test
(IELTS, Can-TEST, or TOFEL).
Must be eligible to work in a
classroom as an Educational
Assistant in one of the
partnering school divisions,
must possess a clear criminal
record and child abuse registry
check. The learning
opportunities facilitated by
ITEP are designed to address
the unique challenges facing
foreign trained teachers.

A Bachelor of Education
degree (or equivalent), or
students who hold a bachelor’s
degree in an area other than
Education may apply to the
Post Baccalaureate in
Indigenous Knowledge,
provided that they have two
years of full-time work
experience in a school setting.

Applicants need to have
graduated from high school.
They also need to have
completed a minimum of 45
credit hours of university
education (or obtain special
permission from the Program
Director). A completed
undergraduate degree is
preferred. No specific courses
are required.

A new Post Baccalaureate
diploma
designed around Indigenous
knowledge which is open to all
individuals holding a Bachelor
of Education degree.

The EALTCP is a University of
Winnipeg certificate program
for individuals who would like
to teach English as an
additional language to adults. It
is offered on a full and parttime basis in class, as well as
online.

Designed to provide
Aboriginal Educational
Assistants with the
opportunity to complete
the requirements of the
Integrated BA/B.Ed,
while continuing to work
full-time in a partner
school division

If you are an internationally
trained teacher with a passion
for education and fostering the
development of children but
have been unable to get
established as a teacher in a
Manitoba school, the
Immigrant Teacher Education
Program (ITEP) could be the
opportunity you are looking for.

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a
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Teacher training program survey continued
Existing
Programs
Institution

University of
Manitoba
Bachelor of
Education

University of Manitoba

Université de
Saint-Boniface (USB)

Université de
Saint-Boniface (USB)

Post-Baccalaureate
Diploma in Education

Bachelor of Education

Pre-service Teacher
2 Year program Year 1: 21 weeks of mandatory
courses 4 weeks of practicum (2 week block
in Oct and 2 week block in Feb Year 2: 7 month
Practicum (Sept until end of March)
Integrated courses include (professional
identity, micro teaching, relative practice,
curriculum projects through project), 20 Days
at USB (teacher candidates meet at USB once
a week 20 times during the 7 month
practicum for courses and seminars on
professional issues)
An undergraduate degree, Admissions based
on GPA, teachables, early and middle years
requirements, professional suitability,
language competency. Approx. 40 students
are admitted per year.
An extended field experience to socialize
candidates to develop profession
knowledge through practical experience.
Results of Program: attrition rate of new
teacher from experience-based programs
offered at UBS is 8% compared to attrition
rate in Manitoba which is 28%. Faculty both
supervise teacher candidates and teach
80% of the courses required in the pre
service program

Accreditation

BA Ed.

PBDE

BA Ed.

Course format

150 credits

30 credit program

2 years, 150 credits

Pre-Requisite

Undergraduate
degree

BA Ed.

Undergraduate degree

Features of
program

The BA Ed
program offers
stream options
that allow you
to choose the
age group you
want to learn
to teach (Early
Years, Middle
Years, Senior
Years).

The PBDE is recognized by
Manitoba Education for salary
classification purposes. Further,
the PBDE program provides the
opportunity for teachers to follow
courses of study leading to:
School leadership certificate
Special education certificate
School counsellor certificate
Partial fulfillment of the
requirements of the school
administrators’ (Level 1)
Principals’ (Level 2) certificate

This short program
prepares to teach at the
high school level in French,
English and French
immersion schools. FL1
and FL2 mandate, 3 credit
hours Aboriginal
Perspectives Course.

n/a

Future
Developments

Indigenous
stream
currently in
development

n/a

n/a

n/a

Articulation
Agreements

General
articulation
agreement
with Red
River

n/a

n/a

n/a
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Teacher training program survey continued
Existing
Programs

Institution

Accreditation

Course format

Pre-Requisite

Features of
program

Future
Developments
Articulation
Agreements

Université de SaintBoniface (USB)

Brandon University

Brandon
University

Brandon University

Brandon University

Post Graduate
Diploma in
Education

Bachelor of Education
(5 year integrated)

Bachelor of
Education
After Degree
(B.Ed. A.D.)

Bachelor of Education

Program for the
Education of Native
Teachers (PENT)

DPBE

BA/BA Ed.

BA Ed.

BA/BA Ed.

BA/BSc. and a BA Ed.

30 credit program

150 credit hours of
coursework with 90 credit
hours in the Faculty of
Arts (Liberal Arts
Distributed Major) and 60
credit hours in the
Faculty of Education
(Bachelor of Education)
program.

Students applying to the
Bachelor of Arts/Bachelor
of Education (5-Year
Integrated) program must
meet the admission
requirements of the
Faculty of Arts. Students
must obtain a 2.5 GPA
prior to beginning the
final year of the program

Undergraduate
degree

150 credit hours, 5
year integrated
program

150 credit hours - It will take a
minimum of six (6) spring,
(including April) and summer
sessions at P.E.N.T. at Brandon
University. Students who study
one to two distance course each
winter should be able to
graduate in five years.
You must be working in a school
as a teacher's aide, etc. You must
have completed a Manitoba Grade
12 or if your High School is not
complete, you must be at least
twenty-one (21) years of age. You
must have a recommendation from
your school principal, school
committee, superintendent or local
education authority. You must
have sponsorship into the
program. You must have
satisfactory results from Criminal
Records and Child Abuse Registry
Checks.

n/a

General admission
requirements

Each year of the program
has an
overarching theme that is
the focus for courses and
fieldwork: The theme in
year 1 is Who am I? It is
followed in years 2-5 by:
Who are my Students?,
What is Inquiry?,
Who are We? and What
does it mean to be a
Reflective Teacher?

n/a

New, starting in
September 2017,
delivered in
partnership with
Opaskwayak Cree
Nation which began in
and focuses on
developing teachers
with core proficiencies
in Cree Language
and Science.

The extensive internship is the
most significant aspect of the
program and makes it unique
among all teacher education
programs in Canada. Graduating
teachers will spend approximately
40 months in schools before
receiving their certification.

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

BA Ed.

Allows teachers to
improve their skills
and keep abreast of
new developments
in teaching. Once
admitted to DPBE,
you can opt for a
specialization or
design your own
curriculum by
tailoring it. The
Manitoba Ministry of
Education
recognizes the
DPBE for salary
classifications.
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APPENDIX 6: The Aboriginal Language Teacher Education Program Working Group
The ALTEP Working Group consists of MALS leads and representatives from Manitoban PostSecondary institutions united by a passion to improve access to Aboriginal language programs.
Together they discuss language goals and opportunities for collaboration towards a new
certification that trains teachers to teach in their language.

1. How do we certify Elders and Knowledge Keepers based on experience to get them into
the classroom faster?

2. How do we offer a specialized teaching certification in Aboriginal Language?
3. How do we increase the amount of Aboriginal language immersion programs in
Manitoban schools?

Early discussions with the committee have included collaboration across institutions including
articulation agreements. The committee has also expressed interest in implementing a laddering
model (below) presented by Rebecca Chartrand, Executive Director of Indigenous Strategy at Red
River College. The diagram describes an approach to programming that allows a student to build off
of a one-year certificate, allowing them to step off the ladder at any stage to work in the classroom,
or continue to the top to achieve a 5-year teaching degree.

Source: Laddering model provided Red River Community College.

It is also worth noting that the University of Victoria in British Columbia employs a laddering system
for their Bachelor of Education in Indigenous Language Revitalization:
https://www.uvic.ca/education/indigenous/undergraduate/program/index.php
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